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SPELLING TEST #1     TEST DATE:  

Main Words *5 this round, 10 normally (5 review and 5 new) 

care able new ago yet 

     
 

Transfer Words 
*Test only has five of each pattern but may include different words that follow the patterns. 

“ap”  “an” 

cap kneecap  can Japan 

nap mishap  pan madman 

map overlap  man outran 

flap hubcap  bran sedan 

scrap firetrap  fan trashcan 

wrap backslap  flan caravan 

burlap handicap  than handyman 

catnap gingersnap  began orangutan 

kidnap mousetrap  dishpan catamaran 
 

Challenge Words 

because science social 

 

SPELLING TEST #2     TEST DATE:  

Main Words 

care able new ago yet 

easy try maybe boat book 
 

Transfer Words 
*Test only has five of each pattern but may include different words that follow the patterns. 

“ave”  “are” 

save microwave  care beware 

rave misbehave  bare glare 

cave crave  airfare welfare 

slave airwave  share stare 

brave Dave  compare threadbare 

shave repave  blare silverware 

wave brainwave  dare software 

knave engrave  spare nightmare 

behave forgave  square hectare 
 

Challenge Words 

school recess library 

   



©DKelln 2017 

SPELLING TEST #3     TEST DATE:  

Main Words 

easy try maybe boat book 

under evening tiny knew else 
 

Transfer Words 
*Test only has five of each pattern but may include different words that follow the patterns. 

“ain”  “ail” 

pain complain  pail thumbnail 

rain restrain  rail fingernail 

plain regain  fail cottontail 

stain remain  bail monorail 

brain obtain  frail detail 

chain sustain  snail hangnail 

grain entertain  wail prevail 

drain abstain  curtail retail 

gain contain  derail toenail 
 

Challenge Words 

cycle cemetery sedimentary 

 

SPELLING TEST #4     TEST DATE:  

Main Words 

under evening tiny knew else 

really group sure simple didn’t 
 

Transfer Words 
*Test only has five of each pattern but may include different words that follow the patterns. 

“out”  “oin” 

pout trout  coin groin 

trout hangout  join loin 

scout without  purloin rejoin 

shout workout  sirloin tenderloin 

about standout  disjoin  

lookout devout    

fallout blackout    

campout roundabout    

stakeout fallout    
 

Challenge Words 

language machine metamorphosis 

   



©DKelln 2017 

SPELLING TEST #5     TEST DATE:  

Main Words 

really group sure simple didn’t 

within next afraid between Earth 
 

Transfer Words 
*Test only has five of each pattern but may include different words that follow the patterns. 

“ate”  “ear” 

date agitate  dear gear 

rate create  fear spear 

crate decorate  bear swear 

gate participate  pear unclear 

plate terminate  tear appear 

debate translate  smear disappear 

locate calculate  clear  

activate aggravate    

frustrate evaporate    
 

Challenge Words 

automobile soldier stationery 

 

SPELLING TEST #6     TEST DATE:  

Main Words 

within next afraid between Earth 

example warm beautiful among herself 
 

Transfer Words 
*Test only has five of each pattern but may include different words that follow the patterns. 

“ice”  “ie” 

rice advice  tie cries 

dice entice  die  

nice device  lie  

lice sacrifice  pie  

vice thrice  necktie  

twice overprice  untie  

price   magpie  

slice   flies  

splice   tries  
 

Challenge Words 

pitch traditions amplitude 

   



©DKelln 2017 

SPELLING TEST #7     TEST DATE:  

Main Words 

example warm beautiful among herself 

himself does false sentence number 
 

Transfer Words 
*Test only has five of each pattern but may include different words that follow the patterns. 

“ound”  “oar” 

round   oar  

sound   soar  

found   boar  

bound   roar  

hound   uproar  

pound     

ground     

earthbound     

     
 

Challenge Words 

dessert reference  presentation 

 

SPELLING TEST #8     TEST DATE:  

Main Words 

himself does false sentence number 

yesterday though wide narrow dose 
 

Transfer Words 
*Test only has five of each pattern but may include different words that follow the patterns. 

“ive”  “ide” 

dive jive  side provide 

live archive  slide outside 

five chive  ride reside 

hive beehive  glide fireside 

strive deprive  bride subside 

thrive contrive  guide landslide 

alive revive  beside divide 

arrive survive  collide coincide 

drive nosedive  decide worldwide 
 

Challenge Words 

nobody thread entertain 

   



©DKelln 2017 

SPELLING TEST #9     TEST DATE:  

Main Words 

yesterday though wide narrow dose 

alone town thought closed opened 
 

Transfer Words 
*Test only has five of each pattern but may include different words that follow the patterns. 

“it”  “ile” 

lit armpit  tile profile 

bit misfit  file stockpile 

spit moonlit  mile woodpile 

split nitwit  Nile worthwhile 

skit omit  smile crocodile 

unfit outfit  while juvenile 

knit permit  exile meanwhile 

quit submit  reptile immobile 

admit benefit  senile projectile 
 

Challenge Words 

address wrong motion 

 

SPELLING TEST #10     TEST DATE:  

Main Words 

alone town thought closed opened 

together nothing everything several tough 
 

Transfer Words 
*Test only has five of each pattern but may include different words that follow the patterns. 

“ine”  “in” 

line alpine  fin captain 

fine combine  spin hairpin 

dine decline  chin tailspin 

twine define  grin within 

shine feline  skin mandolin 

shrine entwine  thin vitamin 

whine baseline  twin dolphin 

recline headline  begin insulin 

airline porcupine  Berlin violin 
 

Challenge Words 

beginning district wreck 

   



©DKelln 2017 

SPELLING TEST #11     TEST DATE:  

Main Words 

together nothing everything several tough 

favorite whether several toward afternoon 
 

Transfer Words 
*Test only has five of each pattern but may include different words that follow the patterns. 

“oy”  “eet” 

boy employ  meet indiscreet 

toy enjoy  greet parakeet 

Roy tomboy  tweet semisweet 

joy corduroy  sweet worksheet 

ploy alloy  fleet spreadsheet 

soy decoy  sheet backstreet 

ahoy viceroy  street crowfeet 

annoy envoy  discreet  

destroy convoy  bittersweet  
 

Challenge Words 

neighbor/neighbour usual difference 

 

SPELLING TEST #12     TEST DATE:  

Main Words 

favorite whether several toward afternoon 

that’s through money hour breakfast 
 

Transfer Words 
*Test only has five of each pattern but may include different words that follow the patterns. 

“ar”  “ug” 

tar disbar  rug earplug 

star jaguar  bug jitterbug 

scar caviar  hug humbug 

czar handlebar  jug litterbug 

spar registar  chug sparkplug 

ajar seminar  drug doodlebug 

guitar superstar  plug chugalug 

boxcar Caesar  shrug  

costar scholar  thug  
 

Challenge Words 

aboard weather objection 

   



©DKelln 2017 

SPELLING TEST #13     TEST DATE:  

Main Words 

that’s through money hour breakfast 

enough already special might threw 
 

Transfer Words 
*Test only has five of each pattern but may include different words that follow the patterns. 

“ush”  “end” 

rush toothbrush  send defend 

gush airbrush  spend depend 

hush rosebush  bend offend 

blush sagebrush  mend intend 

brush underbrush  lend pretend 

crush thrush  amend suspend 

flush   trend recommend 

shush   ascend apprehend 

slush   attend comprehend 
 

Challenge Words 

imagine terrible pleasure 

 

SPELLING TEST #14     TEST DATE:  

Main Words 

enough already special might threw 

suddenly believe children later welcome 
 

Transfer Words 
*Test only has five of each pattern but may include different words that follow the patterns. 

“ag”  “on” 

rag beanbag  upon decagon 

nag dishrag  baton octagon 

wag ragtag  salon pentagon 

tag zigzag  Ron abandon 

brag saddlebag  coupon arson 

drag scallywag  Saigon bacon 

flag airbag  Yukon baron 

snag feedbag  Amazon liaison 

stag washrag  hexagon phenomenon 
 

Challenge Words 

complaint avenue whether 

   



©DKelln 2017 

SPELLING TEST #15     TEST DATE:  

Main Words 

suddenly believe children later welcome 

important world tries high animal 
 

Transfer Words 
*Test only has five of each pattern but may include different words that follow the patterns. 

“ime”  “ame” 

dime lifetime  name shame 

lime nighttime  same became 

time sometime  came inflame 

chime anytime  tame surname 

crime maritime  lame overcame 

slime pastime  blame rename 

prime bedtime  flame pregame 

grime daytime  game mainframe 

meantime pantomime  frame aspartame 
 

Challenge Words 

connection especially extreme 

 

SPELLING TEST #16     TEST DATE:  

Main Words 

important world tries high animal 

growth longer larger ground during 
 

Transfer Words 
*Test only has five of each pattern but may include different words that follow the patterns. 

“eem”  “use” 

seem   use peruse 

esteem   reuse refuse 

redeem   amuse profuse 

deem   confuse recluse 

misdeem   defuse  

   effuse  

   enthuse  

   excuse  

   misuse  
 

Challenge Words 

responsible argument arrangement 

   



©DKelln 2017 

SPELLING TEST #17     TEST DATE:  

Main Words 

growth longer larger ground during 

pattern light angry aunt uncle 
 

Transfer Words 
*Test only has five of each pattern but may include different words that follow the patterns. 

“aise”  “ip” 

raise   rip courtship 

praise   tip friendship 

mayonnaise   lip kinship 

appraise   slip spaceship 

braise   blip battleship 

hollandaise   chip fellowship 

reappraise   strip leadership 

   whip sportsmanship 

   catnip scholarship 
 

Challenge Words 

athletic foreign distinguish 

 

SPELLING TEST #18     TEST DATE:  

Main Words 

pattern light angry aunt uncle 

being chair soldier sight thread 
 

Transfer Words 
*Test only has five of each pattern but may include different words that follow the patterns. 

“eel”  “y” 

eel flywheel  candy crunchy 

reel genteel  sandy bossy 

heel cogwheel  spunky sixty 

feel newsreel  yucky baby 

keel pinwheel  celery thorny 

peel thumbwheel  leery ornery 

wheel waterwheel  handy sleepy 

steel   costly identity 

cartwheel   sloppy property 
 

Challenge Words 

beneficial physician endeavor/endeavour 
 


